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Week Commencing 15/06/2020

More work this week on Tess and Wuthering Heights as well as thinking about the 'Bingo' tasks on our Class notebook. Thanks.

Any concerns or problems contact Mrs Jeeves directly.

We will focus on trigonometry looking at graphs and how to solve trig problems.

Continuing with our performance project, and looking at how to perform in various places. Meeting at 9.30am. 

Set Tuesday, due Sunday: Year 11's will be continuing working on developing their music theory skills before they venture into Year 12. There are more details in the assignments 
area, including pictures of the work and the sheets you need to print off to complete. Year 11's will also be working on their first piece of Level 3 Music coursework. Once finished 
please submit your work to me by Sunday We will have a call at 11:30am Tuesday to answer any questions. 

Art students to carry on with drawing study tasks to develop skills and create a portfolio for A level.  Having completed the scale and space task (outstanding work to be handed in), 
Photography students to continue with the new identity project set last week. Available for chats and guidance 10-12 Monday and Tuesday 4-6, if required.

Subjects

Let's consolodate the idea of 'path diference' with waves, looking at the ionosphere and speed cameras as examples of its use.

We will be using a very useful site called Seneca to go over the topics covered so far (water and carbon cycles). Some topics have been set for them to try. Our meeting has moved to 
Tuesdays at 10.00am now.

Mrs Harrington will contact you diretly.

Look at examples of how businesses promote their products and services on different social media platforms (as opposed to promoting their brand).  Meeting Mon 15/6 Deadline 
Fri 19/6

We will continue working on the novel “Als Hitler das rosa Kaninchen stahl”, and work on the present participle. Tutorial on Monday at 1pm, Hand in the work by Sunday, 4pm. 

Continuing with how solving Schroedinger's equation, to give the four quantum numbers, explains 1st ionisation data.


